Lino™ Chairs

**Suspension Back**
- Mineral 4RM01
- Poppy 4RM02
- Green Leaf 4RM03
- Jute 4RM04
- Shadow 4RM05
- Graphite 4RM06

**Upholstered Seat**
- Monologue 14 Colors
- Tailored 13 Colors

**Price Category 2**
- Crapé 27 Colors
- Fish Net 18 Colors
- Loom 11 Colors
- Medley 21 Colors
- Moiré 10 Colors
- Rhythm 15 Colors
- Twist 22 Colors

**Price Category 3**
- Bento 9 Colors
- Stitches 16 Colors

**Price Category 4**
- Quilty 13 Colors
- Spools 13 Colors
- Strata 14 Colors

**Price Category 5**
- Hopsak 17 Colors
- Noble 17 Colors
Lino™ Chairs

Price Category B
- Messenger
  47 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category C
- Manner
  27 Colors
  Maharam
- Metric
  27 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category E
- Ledger
  33 Colors
  Maharam
- Pick
  10 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category F
- Disc
  7 Colors
  Maharam
- Rove
  9 Colors
  Maharam
- Seam
  10 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category G
- Divina
  46 Colors
  Maharam
- Divina MD
  27 Colors
  Maharam
- Divina Melange
  24 Colors
  Maharam
- Hero
  28 Colors
  Maharam
- Pocket
  7 Colors
  Maharam
- Vestige
  10 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category H
- Hallingdal
  58 Colors
  Maharam

Price Category L
- Minicheck
  1 Color
  Maharam
Lino™ Chairs

Frame/Base
Finish

- Black Frame
  - Black Base
  - BK
- Mineral Frame
  - Mineral Base
  - VPR
- Black Frame
  - Polished Aluminum
  - 68
- Mineral Frame
  - Polished Aluminum
  - PAM